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Abstract—Virtual machine (VM) migration is a technique for transferring the execution state of a VM from one physical host to another. While VM migration is critical for load balancing, consolidation, and server maintenance in virtualized datacenters, it can also increase security risks. During VM migration, an attacker with sufficient privileges can compromise a VM by modifying its memory contents during transit to subvert its applications or the guest operating system. One could maintain dedicated, and presumably more secure, control networks to carry the migration traffic, but at significant hardware and administrative complexity. Alternatively, one could encrypt the migration traffic, which eliminates the need for dedicated control networks, but might introduce performance overheads. To date, there has been no systematic study of how encryption affects VM migration, especially in high-bandwidth low-delay networks that are common within datacenters. In this paper, we present a study of the impact of AES and 3DES encryption algorithms on two widely used live VM migration approaches – pre-copy and post-copy. Our key findings are as follows. The encryption algorithm used can have a significant impact on the total migration time. The impact of encryption on downtime varies with the type of the migration technique. The overhead of encryption also depends upon the relative speeds of source and target machines. Finally, an application’s performance within a VM during encrypted migration varies with the type of the application and the migration mechanism.

I. INTRODUCTION

Virtual machine (VM) migration is used in virtualized datacenters and cloud computing environments for various administrative tasks such as load balancing, consolidation, and server maintenance. VM migration refers to the transfer of a VM’s execution state from one physical machine (called “source machine”) to another physical machine (called “destination machine”). There are two types of VM migration approaches: stop-and-copy and live migration. The stop-and-copy migration suspends the VM’s execution on the source machine, copies the VM to the destination machine, and then resumes the VM on the destination machine. When the size of the VM is large, stop-and-copy results in high downtime, during which the VM does not make any progress. Live VM migration, on the other hand, allows the VM to continue running during the state transfer. Most hypervisors such as VMware [1], Hyper-V [2], KVM [3], Xen [4], and VirtualBox [5] support live VM migration.

Despite its benefits, VM migration also gives rise to security challenges. Attackers may modify the memory contents of a VM during migration in order to subvert its applications and the operating system (OS). For example, Oberheide et al. [6] demonstrated how attackers can manipulate the object code of sshd’s authentication routines during VM migration and gain root access to the guest OS after the migration.

To secure live VM migration, VMware recommends [6] using a separate network (or a VLAN) dedicated for migration. A major drawback of this approach is the growth in complexity and administrative costs as the VM population grows [7]. Alternatively, some products such as Oracle VM [8], HP VM [9], and Proxmox VM [10] use encryption or SSL to protect migration traffic. Authors in [11] considered the problem of enabling secure VM-vTPM (Virtual Trusted Platform Module) migration in private cloud environments by encrypting the migration traffic using the vTPM keys. Encryption eliminates the requirement for dedicated networks or additional hardware, and can be used to protect migration traffic in different types of networks, such as LAN, metropolitan area networks (MAN), campus area networks (CAN), and wide area networks (WAN). A drawback of encryption is that it may slow down the VM migration in high-bandwidth low-delay networks, if the processing of encryption/decryption is slow.

Encryption can be used with different live VM migration techniques such as pre-copy [12], [13] and post-copy [14]. Most of the existing literature on securing VM migration assumes the use of pre-copy migration with encryption. However, the performance impact of using encryption can differ with different migration mechanisms due to the manner in which content is transmitted to the destination. To the best of our knowledge, existing research has not considered the impact of encryption on the performance of different VM migration approaches. For instance, it is an open question whether the fastest VM migration approach without encryption will still remain the fastest approach with encryption, and how different applications and server workloads affect the performance of VM migration with encryption.

Main contributions: In this paper, we study the impact of Advance Encryption Standard (AES) [15] and Triple Data Encryption Standard (3DES) [16] encryption on KVM pre-copy and post-copy migration for different application workloads and networks. We chose AES and 3DES because both are commonly used and are considered secure. AES is much faster than 3DES, which enables us to evaluate how different encryption speeds affect the performance of VM migration. Our experiments illustrate the following findings that are not reported in prior literature.
When using 3DES encryption with KVM pre-copy, the migration of a 128MB VM running a memory-write-intensive application does not terminate even after 30 minutes. Our analysis shows that the number of dirty pages decreases initially and then becomes stable after a certain number of iterations. It is not clear whether KVM pre-copy would ever terminate in this case. On the other hand, when using AES encryption or no encryption, migration completes within 20 seconds.

The effect of an encryption algorithm on VM downtime varies with the type of the migration technique. For instance, we find that 3DES significantly increases the downtime of KVM pre-copy, but has no effect on the downtime of KVM post-copy. We also found that the estimated downtime computed in the KVM pre-copy implementation was inaccurate; the actual downtime is significantly higher than the estimated downtime.

When a VM is migrated between a fast machine (i.e., having a fast CPU) and a slow machine, the overhead of encryption differs depending upon the direction of the migration. For instance, with both pre-copy and post-copy, AES imposes higher overhead when migrating a VM running a memory-write-intensive application from a fast to a slow machine than in the reverse direction.

The performance impact of encryption during migration on a VM's applications varies with the type of the application and the migration mechanism. For example, network-intensive applications, such as Netperf, experience a greater performance degradation when using encryption with post-copy than with pre-copy. On the other hand, CPU-intensive applications, such as Kernelbench, show greater performance degradation when using encryption with pre-copy whereas no observable degradation is seen with post-copy.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II provides an overview of the live migration approaches on KVM. Sections III, IV, V, and VI present the evaluation of AES and 3DES in securing KVM live migration on various workload and applications. The related work is described in Section VII and Section VIII concludes the paper.

II. PRELIMINARIES

A. Pre-copy Live Migration

Pre-copy [12], [13] is the most widely used live VM migration approach, which has been implemented in Xen, KVM, and VMware ESX server. In the KVM pre-copy implementation, the source machine first sends all memory pages of a VM to the destination machine, and then iteratively sends pages modified (dirtied) in the previous iteration to the destination. When the estimated downtime is less than a threshold (30 milliseconds in KVM pre-copy by default), the source machine suspends the VM and transfers the remaining dirty pages, the hardware device state, and the CPU state to the destination. The VM is then resumed on the destination machine. During the iterative pre-copy rounds, the guest OS and all applications inside the migrated VM continue execution at the source.

The time between suspending the VM on the source machine and resuming the VM on the destination machine is called downtime. The total migration time includes the time when migration starts till the time when migration ends. Existing research aims to balance the migration time and the downtime to reach an optimal migration performance.

To estimate the downtime, KVM pre-copy first computes the available bandwidth as the number of bytes transferred in the previous iteration divided by the duration of the previous iteration. The estimated downtime is then computed as the number of remaining dirty bytes divided by the estimated bandwidth. KVM pre-copy has also implemented an optimization that avoids transferring a page if all bytes in the page are the same. In such case, only 8 bytes (64-bit), instead of the entire page, are sent to the destination.

B. Post-copy Live Migration

In post-copy migration [14], [17], the source machine first transmits the minimal execution context to the target machine where the VM starts execution immediately. The source machine then actively pushes pages to the target machine and predicts the next page that the VM may access well before it faults on the page. If the VM at the target faults upon a missing page, the target will request the source for the page. Post-copy ensures that each memory page is transferred at most once, thus avoiding the overhead of transmitting duplicate pages. The downtime of post-copy migration is technically very small, equal to the time to transmit the VCPU and I/O device state to the target machine. However, the performance of the VM at the target right after resumption can be significantly slow until the working set of the VM is received from the source, either through active push or demand paging. The compression optimizations used in KVM pre-copy can also be applied to KVM post-copy.

III. EVALUATION SETUP

This section describes the setup used to evaluate the performance of AES and 3DES in securing KVM pre-copy and post-copy migration using various workloads and applications.

We chose QEMU/KVM hypervisor because it supports both pre-copy and post-copy migration techniques. We used pre-copy implementation in qemu-kvm version 0.12.3 and Yabusame QEMU/KVM post-copy implementation [17].

Migration is performed through SSH tunneling using OpenSSH version 5.9 (SSH2 protocol). The ciphers we used are 128-bit AES and 3DES with cipher block chaining mode. SSH2 protocol does not support unencrypted channels. To enable fair comparison, we modified the implementation of SSH2 protocol to add an option for unencrypted channels.

Our test environment consists of three machines connected through a Gigabit Ethernet switch with 1Gbps full-duplex ports. Virtual disks are accessed by each VM over the network from a NFS server; this allows a VM to access its storage from both source and destination machines without the need for migration. The configurations of the three machines used are given below.
- **Machines** $F_1$ and $F_2$: Host system with 3.30GHz Intel dual-core i3-2120 CPU, 2GB of RAM, and running Ubuntu 12.04 (precise) 3.5.0-23-generic.
- **Machine** $S$: Host system with 2.60GHz Pentium dual-core CPU E5300 processor, 4GB of RAM, and running Ubuntu 12.04 (precise) 3.5.0-23-generic.

Note that machines $F_1$ and $F_2$ have the same configurations and are faster than machine $S$. The size of the VM migrated is 1GB and the OS installed in the VM is Ubuntu 12.04. VM workloads consist of three benchmarks.

- A network-intensive application Netperf [18].
- A CPU-intensive application Kernbench [19].
- A memory-intensive synthetic benchmark that either reads or writes to a large region of main memory.

For all benchmarks, we measured the total migration time, the total number of pages transferred from the source to the destination, the downtime, and the migration bandwidth (computed by dividing the number of bytes transferred during migration by the total migration time)\(^1\). In addition, we also measured how pre-copy and post-copy migrations (with and without encryption) affect the network bandwidth reported by Netperf and the time for compiling a Linux kernel source tree using Kernbench. Below, we list notations used in various figures that follow in subsequent sections.

- **NONE**: Migration without encryption.
- **AES/3DES**: Migration with AES/3DES encryption.
- **Pre-copy/Post-copy** $M_1M_2$: Pre-copy/Post-copy migration from machine $M_1$ to machine $M_2$.
- **Net/Minor**: Network/Minor page faults in post-copy.

### IV. MEMORY-INTENSIVE WORKLOAD

This section evaluates the performance of AES and 3DES encryption in securing KVM pre-copy and post-copy migration using memory-intensive workloads. We wrote a synthetic benchmark using C that either repeatedly writes or reads random numbers to/from a large region of memory. The size of the working set (i.e., the size of the memory written/read) ranges from 64MB to 768MB. The benchmark starts as soon as the VM starts and the VM is migrated when the program is running within the VM.

#### A. Write-Intensive Application

Figures 1 and 2 compare the performance of pre-copy and post-copy when migrating a VM running a write-intensive benchmark with and without encryption, respectively.

**Migration Bandwidth:** Our experimental results show that the relative speeds of the source and destination machines affect the overhead of encryption on VM migration. As shown in Figure 1(c), AES imposes almost no overhead on migration bandwidth when the VM is migrated from $F_1$ to $F_2$ using pre-copy. This indicates that encrypting a page with AES on $F_1$ and $F_2$ is as fast as transmitting a page from $F_1$ to $F_2$. AES imposes 12.7%–14.9% overhead when the VM is migrated from $F_1$ to $S$ and from $S$ to $F_1$. This is because encrypting/decrypting one page on $S$ (the slower machine) with AES is slower than transferring one page from $F_1$ to $S$. 3DES imposes high performance overhead on KVM pre-copy when the size of the working set is 64MB. In addition, with 3DES, migration using KVM pre-copy does not complete even after 30 minutes when the size of the working set is 128MB or larger. Our analysis shows that the number of dirty pages decreases initially and then becomes stable after certain number of iterations. It is not clear whether pre-copy would ever complete unless we impose a hard limit on the number of pre-copy rounds, in which case downtime would be significantly high.

Post-copy is faster than pre-copy. As shown in Figure 2(c), AES imposes almost no overhead when migrating the VM from $F_1$ to $F_2$ using post-copy. AES imposes the highest overhead (12%–15.1%) when migrating the VM from $F_1$ to $S$. This is because, (1) decrypting a page on $S$ is slower than transmitting a page from $S$ to $F$, and (2) the memory write-intensive application is running on $S$ during pre-copy, which further slows down AES decryption on $S$. In addition, AES imposes 2.3%–10.9% overhead when migrating the VM from $S$ to $F_1$ because AES encryption is slow on $S$. With 3DES, the migration bandwidth of post-copy is significantly lower than that without encryption. Figure 2(i) shows that pre-copy migration using 3DES between $F_1$ and $S$ is significantly worse than between $F_1$ and $F_2$.

**Downtime:** The affect of an encryption algorithm on VM downtime varies with the type of the migration technique. The KVM pre-copy iteratively copies dirty pages from the source to the destination until the estimated downtime is less than a given threshold (30 milliseconds by default). Figure 1 (d) shows that the downtimes of pre-copy without encryption and with AES are close (0.2–0.6 seconds) and is significantly higher than the threshold. In addition, 3DES results in significantly higher downtime (1–2.5 seconds). This shows that the downtime estimated in pre-copy is inaccurate due to incorrect accounting of bytes sent for compressed uniform pages.

With Post-copy, the downtime of migration is always less than 0.01 seconds. AES and 3DES do not impose observable overhead on downtime.

**Network and minor page faults of post-copy:** A network page fault occurs when a page needed in the destination has not been transmitted from the source. If the VM faults upon a missing page that is already transmitted to the destination, then the page fault is a minor page fault. When a network page fault occurs, the destination machine requests the source machine to send the page. As a result, network page faults affect the migration time more than minor page faults. Figure 3 shows that the number of network page faults is the highest when migrating the VM from $S$ to $F_1$, especially with encryption. This is because, (1) AES and 3DES encryption are slower on $S$, which results in pages reaching the destination more slowly, and (2) the VM runs faster on $F_1$ than $S$, which results...
in more missing pages. The number of minor page faults is the highest when migrating the VM from \( F_1 \) to \( F_2 \) (with and without encryption).

### B. Read-Intensive Application

Figure 3 shows the results of migrating a VM running the read-intensive benchmark using pre-copy. For post-copy, the experimental results for the memory-read-intensive application are very close to those for the write-intensive benchmark and hence are not plotted.

Our results show that, with KVM pre-copy, the total migration time for the memory-read-intensive program grows much more slowly than that for the write-intensive program when the size of the working set increases. This is because the memory-read-intensive application does not write data to the memory and hence results in fewer dirty pages than the memory-write-intensive application. Also, similar to the memory-write-intensive application, AES does not impose any overhead when migrating the VM from \( F_1 \) to \( F_2 \) using pre-copy, and imposes the highest overhead when migrating the VM from \( F_1 \) to \( S \).

Finally, as with write-intensive application, the downtime of pre-copy with AES encryption is almost the same as that without encryption, and is significantly higher than the estimated downtime. With 3DES, the downtime of pre-copy is significantly higher than that of post-copy.

### V. NETWORK-INTENSIVE WORKLOAD

This section evaluates the impact of encryption when migrating a VM running a network-intensive application. We use the Netperf TCP benchmark which generates high-bandwidth traffic and measures the performance of different types of network. We migrate the VM running a Netperf server to which a Netperf client sends/receives packets from an external machine (neither source nor destination).

Figure 4 presents the total migration time, the downtime, the total number of pages transferred, and the migration bandwidth when migrating the VM running Netperf that receives packets from an external client using pre-copy and post-copy. The results for the case of Netperf sending packets to the external client are similar. Netperf does not perform high rate of memory write operation and hence the total number of pages transmitted with pre-copy is significantly less than that for the memory-write-intensive application. In addition, with pre-copy and AES encryption, the migration bandwidth is 5%–10% lower than that without encryption. This is because Netperf is a network-intensive application and running Netperf on the source machine slows down AES encryption on the source machine. With post-copy, AES does not have an observable impact on migration bandwidth. 3DES significantly slows down the migration in both pre-copy and post-copy due to its slow encryption speed.

Figure 4(e) shows the number of network and minor page faults on the destination when migrating the VM using KVM post-copy. Similar to the write-intensive case, there are more network page faults when migrating the VM from \( S \) to \( F_1 \) than from \( F_1 \) to \( F_2 \) or from \( F_1 \) to \( S \).

**Impact of AES and 3DES on network bandwidth:** We also measured the impact of encrypted migration on the network bandwidth computed by a Netperf server running inside the VM in both pre-copy and post-copy. Netperf reports the number of bytes received every 0.01 seconds most time, but sometimes report the number of bytes received in a longer
duration (ranging from 0.02 seconds to few seconds) when it does not receive enough bytes every 0.01 seconds.

Bandwidth computed by Netperf server receiving data from the external client: With pre-copy, the VM is running on the source machine, and the outgoing migration traffic does not interfere with the incoming data received by Netperf. As a result, when migrating the VM from $F_1$ to $F_2$ and from $F_1$ to $S$, there is no observable degradation of Netperf bandwidth with and without encryption, except during downtime when network bandwidth becomes zero. When migrating the VM from $S$ to $F_1$ using pre-copy, there is no degradation of the network bandwidth when encryption is not performed; AES and 3DES reduce the bandwidth from 900-1000MB/second to 300-600MB/second. This is because AES and 3DES slow down the execution of Netperf on the slow machine $S$.

Figure 5 gives a visual representation of the reduction in bandwidth of Netperf in post-copy. Our experimental results show that the network bandwidth is reduced to 600-800MB/second during migration when no encryption is performed. AES and 3DES significantly reduce the network bandwidth of Netperf by 800MB/second during migration and by 600MB/second when encryption is not performed.

![Graphs showing bandwidth reduction](image)

Fig. 2. Post-copy migration of a VM running a memory-write-intensive application: (a) total migration time (AES, NONE), (b) total number of pages transferred (AES, NONE), (c) bandwidth (AES, NONE), (d) downtime (AES, NONE), (e) network page faults (AES, NONE), (f) minor page faults (AES, NONE), (g) total migration time (3DES), (h) total number of pages transferred (3DES), (i) bandwidth (3DES), (j) downtime (3DES), (k) network page faults (3DES), (l) minor page faults (3DES).
using AES, Netperf receives the network bandwidth when the migration starts. For example, when migrating the VM from $F_1$ to $F_2$ using AES, Netperf receives less than 200MB bytes in the first 5 seconds. This is because, (1) with post-copy, the incoming migration traffic interferes with the incoming Netperf traffic, which affects the network bandwidth computed by Netperf, and (2) the performance of the VM at the target right after resumption is significantly slow until the working set of the VM is received from the source.

Netperf client sending data to an external server: With pre-copy, the outgoing migration traffic interferes with the outgoing Netperf traffic. As a result, the network bandwidth is reduced to 400-800MB/second during migration with and without encryption. With post-copy, the page requests sent from the destination to the source interferes with the outgoing Netperf traffic. The network bandwidth is reduced to 500-900MB/second most time with and without encryption when migrating the VM from $F_1$ to $F_2$. When migrating the VM from $F_1$ to $S$ and from $S$ to $F_1$, the network bandwidth is reduced to 300-900MB/second without encryption and with AES; with 3DES, netperf sends less than 100MB bytes in the first 15 seconds because 3DES is slow which slows down the speed of transferring pages to the target and the performance of the VM at the target is slow until the working set is received.

VI. CPU-intensive WORKLOAD

The total migration time, downtime, and the number of pages transmitted when migrating a VM running Kernbench – a Kernel compilation benchmark – are similar to those when migrating a VM running Netperf. With both pre-copy and post-copy, AES does not impose observable overhead when migrating the VM from $F_1$ to $F_2$. When migrating the VM from $S$ to $F$, AES reduces the migration bandwidth by 11.87% for pre-copy and 12.49% for post-copy.

We have also measured how migration and encryption affect the kernel compilation time. Without migration, it takes 69.96 seconds and 127.39 seconds to compile the kernel on $F_1$ and on $S$, respectively. Our experimental results show that, when migrating a VM from $F_1$ to $F_2$, post-copy does not increase kernel compilation time, while pre-copy without encryption and with AES slightly increases kernel compilation time (less than 1 second). Pre-copy with 3DES increases the

A total migration time of 900MB/second most time with and without encryption when migrating the VM from $F_1$ to $F_2$. When migrating the VM from $F_1$ to $S$ and from $S$ to $F_1$, the network bandwidth is reduced to 300-900MB/second without encryption and with AES; with 3DES, netperf sends less than 100MB bytes in the first 15 seconds because 3DES is slow which slows down the speed of transferring pages to the target and the performance of the VM at the target is slow until the working set is received.

Netperf client sending data to an external server: With pre-copy, the outgoing migration traffic interferes with the outgoing Netperf traffic. As a result, the network bandwidth is reduced to 400-800MB/second during migration with and without encryption. With post-copy, the page requests sent from the destination to the source interfere with the outgoing Netperf traffic. The network bandwidth is reduced to 500-900MB/second most time with and without encryption when migrating the VM from $F_1$ to $F_2$. When migrating the VM from $F_1$ to $S$ and from $S$ to $F_1$, the network bandwidth is reduced to 300-900MB/second without encryption and with AES; with 3DES, netperf sends less than 100MB bytes in the first 15 seconds because 3DES is slow which slows down the speed of transferring pages to the target and the performance of the VM at the target is slow until the working set is received.

Netperf client sending data to an external server: With pre-copy, the outgoing migration traffic interferes with the outgoing Netperf traffic. As a result, the network bandwidth is reduced to 400-800MB/second during migration with and without encryption. With post-copy, the page requests sent from the destination to the source interfere with the outgoing Netperf traffic. The network bandwidth is reduced to 500-900MB/second most time with and without encryption when migrating the VM from $F_1$ to $F_2$. When migrating the VM from $F_1$ to $S$ and from $S$ to $F_1$, the network bandwidth is reduced to 300-900MB/second without encryption and with AES; with 3DES, netperf sends less than 100MB bytes in the first 15 seconds because 3DES is slow which slows down the speed of transferring pages to the target and the performance of the VM at the target is slow until the working set is received.
When migrating the VM from $F_1$ to $F_2$. When migrating the VM from $S$ to $F_1$, and from $F_1$ to $S$, the kernel compilation time depends on when the migration starts and downtime, which makes it hard to measure the performance impact of migration and encryption. For example, when migrating a VM from $S$ to $F$, the earlier the pre-copy migration starts, the better the compilation time.

VII. RELATED WORK

To secure live VM migration, VMware recommends [6] using a separate network (or a VLAN) dedicated for migration. A major drawback of this approach is the growth in complexity and administrative cost as the number of VMs grows [7]. Oracle VM [8], HP VM [9], and Proxmox VE [10] use encryption or SSL to protect migration traffic. Danev et al. [11] proposed a vTMP (Virtual Trusted Platform Module) key hierarchy that introduced an intermediate layer of keys between the TPM and vTPM, and then based on this key hierarchy, proposed a VM-vTMP secure migration protocol. Wang et al. [20] proposed to leverage Intel vPro and TPM to improve the security of live migration. They also proposed a role-based access control mechanism for VM migration and used remote attestation to perform platform measurement before migration. Analà et al. [21] discussed the attack model on the virtualization system and proposed to apply role-based access control, network intrusion detection techniques, firewall, and encryption for secure live migration. [22] proposed to detect live migrations inside a compromised VM, delay the live migration procedure, and use the delayed time to secure live VM migration. Other researchers have also considered security issues in virtual machines, including checkpointing [23], [24], [25], [26] and side channel attacks [27]. However, none of the above works studied the impact of encryption on the performance of VM migration.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we analyzed the performance of pre-copy and post-copy live VM migration techniques when the VM’s memory contents are encrypted during migration using two different encryption algorithms – AES and 3DES. Our experimental evaluations over different network and application workloads have resulted in the following findings. First, the type of encryption algorithm used can have a significant impact on the total migration time. Secondly, the affect of an encryption algorithm on VM downtime varies with the type of the migration technique. Thirdly, when a VM is migrated between a fast and a slow machine, the overhead of encryption differs depending upon the direction of the migration. Finally, the performance impact of encryption during migration on a VM’s applications varies with the type of the application and the migration mechanism.
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Fig. 5. The bandwidth reported by Netperf when migrating the VM using post-copy from (a) F1 to F2 (without encryption), (b) F1 to S (without encryption), (c) S to F1 (without encryption), (d) F1 to F2 (AES), (e) F1 to S (AES), (f) S to F1 (AES), (g) F1 to F2 (3DES), (h) F1 to S (3DES), (i) S to F1 (3DES).


